Nowadays, the problems of enhancing professional competence of future professionals, their training for future activities in the current socio-economic conditions are extremely urgent. Exploration of higher education standards applied in recent years reveals a significant increase in the requirements for foreign language knowledge gained by non-linguistic students. In terms of intensive cooperation with foreign partners, it is extremely important to be able to communicate with foreign colleagues. However, future specialists should think creatively, generate original ideas, and make non-standard decisions. They are of great demand nowadays. The article examines the efficient methods of creative thinking development of the future agrarian engineers while learning a foreign language, e.g. creative projects, creative written tasks, creative searching tasks, "brain storming", discussions, reading and translating of the problematic scientific technical texts and articles, role plays etc. Creative thinking involves students learning to generate and apply new ideas in specific contexts, seeing existing situations in a new way, identifying alternative explanations, and seeing or making new links that generate a positive outcome. This includes combining parts to form something original, sifting and refining ideas to discover possibilities, constructing theories and objects, and acting on intuition. The products of creative endeavour can involve complex representations and images, investigations and performances, digital and computer-generated output, or occur as virtual reality. Therefore, the development of creative thinking, activity, intellectual skills and creative potential is one of the most important tasks of professional training. It is an actual goal of the modern high school nowadays.
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Statement of the problem. The level of knowledge of foreign languages by specialists in the agricultural sector undoubtedly affects the competitiveness of domestic agricultural and processing enterprises. Both profound professional knowledge and good command of English are of significant importance for future graduates of non-linguistic faculties (lawyers, agronomists, ecologists, technologists, managers, mechanics, engineers, etc.). It is a necessary condition for successful professional activity and further self-development of future agrarian specialists [7, p. 67]. Nowadays, the problems of enhancing professional competence of future professionals, their training for future activities in the current socio-economic conditions are extremely urgent. Exploration of higher education standards applied in recent years reveals a significant increase in the requirements for foreign language knowledge gained by non-linguistic students. In terms of intensive cooperation with foreign partners, it is extremely important to be able to communicate with foreign colleagues. However, future specialists should think creatively, generate original ideas, and make non-standard decisions. They are of great demand nowadays.
创意思维涉及学生学习在具体情况下，生成和应用新的想法，识别现有情况的新型方式，发明新的解释，并发明新的链接，以产生积极的结果。这包括结合部分形成一个原始的想法，筛选和精化想法，以发现可能性，构建理论和对象，并作用于直觉。创造性努力的产品可以涉及复杂的代表性和图像，调查和表现，数字和计算机生成的输出，或发生虚拟现实。因此，为了开发工程思维的创意，需要开发不同类型的任务，以及多种技术用于寻找创新的解决方案，同时使用解决创新问题的理论。

The aim of the research is to analyze methods of creative thinking development of the future agrarian engineers learning a foreign language.

The main part. According to V.I. Petrushin, it is possible to develop creative engineering thinking by means of various techniques for finding new technical solutions, i.e. using the theory of solving inventive tasks, the algorithm for solving inventive problems, as well as both field and functional cost analysis [5, p. 5]. We think that foreign language is a powerful means for creative thinking development, too. There are different methods of stimulating and developing creative thinking at foreign language classes, i.e. creative designing (drawing up posters, collages, projects, walls); creative writing (writing of works, resume, academic essays); creative final lessons on the topic (classes-excursions, classes-conference); creative search tasks (finding additional information) [3].

Recently, the project methodology as an interactive learning technology has become increasingly widespread in teaching foreign languages to technical students. The project can be defined as a set of tasks that foresee an organized, long-term, independent students’ study of foreign language, which is carried out at the classes and during extra hours, the purpose of which is to create a definite final product in the form of booklet, newspaper, video etc., and oral presentation on the chosen problem with the use of varied visibility [4, p. 142]. The following task is an example of creative project task for agrarian engineers.

It's known that there are general-purpose tractors, large field tractors, garden tractors and industrial tractors. Read the information about the modern large field tractors in the USA and compare them with the Ukrainian ones. Group up with your friends and work on the project about three other types of tractors and the comparison of the USA and Ukrainian modern tractors. Design a poster, in which you compare American and Ukrainian types of tractors.

The project tasks simulate the real-life situation combining verbal and nonverbal means of communication, visual and sound representation of events and situations. The analyzed methods facilitate the formation of cultural and sociolinguistic competence, develop the creative potential of students and develop their communicative skills [6, p. 40–41].

Writing is also an essential part of creative thinking development of the future agrarian engineers. The writing task for can be as follows:

Write a composition about your ideas of how to improve the current situation in agriculture of Ukraine. What are the efficient ways of the Ukrainian agriculture development?

The creative search tasks are quite different. An example of a search creative task can be as follows:

Read the text and do some individual research about the agricultural machinery industry in the USA.

The discussion method is a teaching strategy in which the teacher brings students face to face as they engage in verbal interchange of ideas. The teacher in his interactions with his learners performs a variety of roles. He is firstly a teacher whose business id to transmit knowledge, and in doing this he specifies the objectives of his lesson and examines the needs and background of the students for relevance of the topic and its suitability. Importantly too, in applying the discussion strategy to the teaching-learning process, the teacher plays the role of manager, guide, initiator, referee and a summarizer.

The discussion teaching method is a design that provides opportunity for discussion between teacher and students, and students to students. It is a strategy that centers on shared conversations, discussions, and exchange ideas in class. Students are allowed to develop critical thinking ability, learn to evaluate ideas, concepts and principles, procedures and even programs and policies on the basis of clearly set criteria. For instance, a student who participates in a discussion lesson learns to support his views rationally, based on facts, too. He appreciates the need
to argue logically, define clearly concepts and terms, and examine critically rules, principles and constructs. Such a student learns to develop value processing skills in relation to changes that occur in his society.

Everyone will enjoy the group more if they take part. There are many methods to help all members participate in the discussion and add to the alternatives the group can consider, i.e. brainstorming (a method for producing a lot of ideas without judging them); brain drain (similar to brainstorming, but a competition between two smaller groups to produce a lot more ideas); nominal group technique (individuals in the group give ideas that are compiled and then rated by each person in the group, using a point system); quick discussion techniques (several different techniques for having discussions in a short time period); the futures wheel helps group members think systematically about the consequences of a future situation; open-ended statements (unfinished sentences that group members complete by themselves and then share in a discussion); idea search (a way for individuals to look over an idea carefully, trying to discover many different angles or ways to see it).

The discussion is an active method of conducting classes, designed to mobilize practical and theoretical knowledge, the views of listeners on the problem. The discussion is relevant when considering controversial issues (but in the learning process, situation of controversy of interpretations may not arise). For these reasons, it is not correct to plan lessons as discussion in advance. When discussion is a curriculum outcome, teachers have purposes for teaching discussion, and they explicitly teach students how to be discussants. Teachers report that they want their students to develop discussion skills for many of the same reasons that they teach with discussion. If students will engage in discussions outside of the classroom, then the possibility of students building knowledge and exploring multiple perspectives about issues also extends outside of the classroom. An additional purpose for teaching students how to engage in discussion related to citizenship education and preparing students to discuss issues and policies. Teachers think of discussion as a skill that requires practice sessions. At times they plan discussions so that the futures wheel helps group members think systematically about the consequences of a future situation; open-ended statements (unfinished sentences that group members complete by themselves and then share in a discussion); idea search (a way for individuals to look over an idea carefully, trying to discover many different angles or ways to see it).

The method of brainstorming is a method for solving urgent tasks in a short time. The essence of the method lies in the fact that it is necessary to express ideas, as much as possible, in a short period of time, discuss them and classify them. This method is used to solve complex problems. The method of brainstorming can be used in various types of activities: in work with small and large training groups, individual work [4, p. 142–143].

A role-playing game (at the foreign language classes), which simulates future professional activities, contributes to the development of the students’ skills and competence as foreseen by the qualification characteristics. The game model of learning allows those who learn not only to feel themselves in a certain communicative role, but also to reveal their emotions, intellectual abilities, creative imagination [1]. Taking into account that the author of the article works at the higher agrarian educational institution we should mention that future agrarian engineers have a significant interest to role games in the form of scientific conference. They argue in favor of or against this or that hypothesis, exchange information about the latest achievements in the field concerning their professional activity.

**Conclusions.** The effective methods of creative thinking development of the future agrarian engineers learning a foreign language are creative projects, creative written tasks, creative searching tasks, brainstorming, discussions, reading and translating of the problematic scientific technical texts and articles, role-playing games etc. However, the development of creative thinking develops interest in its specialty, expands the horizons of future mechanics engineers, develops professional language competence, and develops the student’s creative personality and his creative approach to problem solving.
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